Legend:

- Cut line turned version: Blue dashed line
- Serge/sewing line: Solid blue line
- Stitch down/casing line: Green dashed line
- Top-stitch line: Black dashed line
- Socket: Light blue circle
- Stud: Orange circle
- Elastic point: Red star

1/2 inch seam allowance
Legend

- Cut line turned version
- Serge/sewing line
- Stitch down/casing line
- Top-stitch line
- Socket
- Stud
- Elastic point
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make two petals
cut out 2-4 layers
for each petal, set
stud through
bottom two layers,
stitch together
along top

Legend

- cut line turned version
- serge/sewing line
- top-stitch line
- stud
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